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Smith & Kinder, 1959. Science.

“Psychologists are often credited with the opinion that the 

intelligence examinations which they have devised, . . . measure an 

individual's original intellectual capacity, irrespective of the 

opportunities which he (sic) has had, or the time he has spent in 

intellectual activities, or the zeal with which he has engaged in them. 

So extreme a view is not, however, held by any of the leaders in this 

field” (E.L. Thorndike et al., 1926, p. 433). 

The Porteus Maze tests “not only have made possible the testing of 

groups otherwise inaccessible but also have served to define the 

concept of intelligence itself.  Insight, planning ability, and social 

competence are basic aspects of intelligence, and there is no test 

which appraises these aspects nearly as well as the Porteus Maze” 

(Wechsler, 1970, p. 346). 

For review of aspects of Porteus’ work, see also Bowden, Scalzo & Stanley, 

2019, in press.
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Study Catchment 

approx.
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Alice Springs 

town map

Cognitive tests used:Cognitive tests used:

• Rowland Universal Dementia Assesment

Screen (RUDAS: Story et al., 2004)

• Cogstate (www.cogstate.com)

• Identification task 

• One-Back task

• Story Recall (adaptation of WMS style 

Logical Memory)
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Dingwell et al. 2017, p. 14

Story recall to test anterograde memoryStory recall to test anterograde memory

The Hermannsburg/ Sports Bus / 

carrying / the Hermannsburg 

Bulldogs / to Alice Springs / for 

football / blew a tyre / and went 

into the scrub. / No one / was hurt. 

/ There was no spare tyre / and no 

tools / to fix /the flat tyre. / After 

two hours / the Areyonga police / 

stopped to help. / The sports bus / 

got to town / at dinner time. / The 

Bulldogs / missed the grand final / 

and had to forfeit / to Santa Teresa. 

Charlie / from Yuendumu / works 

/as a ranger / in the Council / and 

likes hunting / for kangaroo / when 

the sun goes down. / He told his 

boss / that when he was hunting / 

on Sunday / he was chased/ by wild 

dogs / and tripped /and hurt / his 

leg. /Charlie was sore / and bruised 

/ for a long time after that / and 

could not work / or go hunting / for 

one month.

Alice 

Springs
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Listen carefully to this story:

The Hermannsburg /Bulldogs / were 

travelling/ to Alice Springs/ for 

football/ on the Sports Bus./ On the 

way/ the bus blew a tyre/ and went into 

the scrub./ Nobody / was hurt./ There 

was no spare /and no tools /. After two 

hours/ the Areyonga/ night patrol/ 

stopped to help./ The team /got to 

town/ after the sun went down./ They/ 

missed/ the grand final./ so Santa 

Teresa /won the game.

Now say that story back to me.

Between-Subjects Factors

Value Label N

Self report of Patients first 

language

1 ENGLISH 235

2 ARRENTE 52

3 PITJANTJATJARA 42

4 ALYAWARR 22

5 WARLPIRI 62

6 ANMATJERE 13

7 LURITJA 32

Effect of participant first-language on test scores

RUDAS: 

First-language F(6,451) = 8.31, p<.001, Partial eta-squared = .099

Cogstate:

Identification

First-language F(6,340) = 3.49, p=.002, Partial eta-squared = .058

One-back

First-language F(6,331) = 8.31, p=.047, Partial eta-squared = .038

Story Recall

First-language F(6,320) = 8.67, p<.001, Partial eta-squared = .140

ConclusionsConclusions

• Cross-cultural neuropsychology research 

requires extensive collaboration with target 

communities.

• Many cultural issues are invisible to naïve eyes.


